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1. Introduction. - The equilibrium smectic A (SA) structure is a stack of planar fluid layers, taken to be normal to z, which can flow over one another and are readily curved, but which are not readily altered in thickness [1] . This structure exhibits a marked elastic anisotropy which results in a variety of novel elastic effects, including the dilation induced undulation instability [2] and a wavevector (K)-dependent susceptibility for periodic layer displacements, which becomes large near Kz = 0 [3] . An additional consequence of this SA structure is the spontaneous generation of metastable focal conic defects. These defects are characterized by SA layers which are continuously curved and have a thickness very nearly equal to the equilibrium value everywhere except along pairs of line discontinuities. The discontinuities are confocally related conic section curves, where the layers have conical cusps or become multiply connected [4] . In this paper we demonstrate that such discontinuities can produce significant light scattering and that the generation and structure of focal conic defects can be effectively probed using light scattered by their line discontinuities.
In our study, focal conic defects were generated by dilative stress applied normal to the layers, as shown in figure 1 . The SA, in this case CBOOA (p-cyanobenzylidene-p-octyloxyaniline) at Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:019820043070115900 tion (homeotropic). A small applied dilation bt induces a uniform layer expansion and increased layer-dilational elastic energy density (Fig. lb) (Fig. Ic) . The threshold dilation, bt,,,, and undulation wavelength in the layer plane, h §, are given by [2] :
where A is the de Gennes length, (KjB)1/2, and where B is the layer-compressional elastic constant and K is the layer-curvature (splay) elastic constant [3] .
If bt is increased to btPFC = (1.7 + 0.2) bt,,, a second instability is observed, characterized by the appearance of parabolic focal conic (PFC) defects as indicated schematically in figure Id [4] . PFC's are a degenerate focal conic case where the line discontinuities form interlocking parabolae which lie in perpendicular planes and pass through each others' foci ( Fig. 2) [4] .
The appearance of PFC's indicates the onset of a strain condensation process; that is, the dilative strain, and to some extent the curvature strain, are reduced in the bulk of the sample by the formation of line discontinuities around which both layer dilation and curvature strain are presumed to be large [5] . The PFC structure which appears upon dilation has been studied by microscopy and is discussed in detail in reference [4] . The idealized structure, indicated in figure 2, is a square PFC lattice, with the defect cores (where the parabolae and foci intersect) in the sample midplane, and parabolae of adjacent defects meeting in groups of four at the sample surfaces. Typical plane sections passing through the parabolae are shown in figures 1 and 2. In practice, PFC arrays are not perfectly periodic, with 3 to 5 parabolae meeting at points on the surface (cf. Fig. 10 , reference [4] ).
We have employed light scattering to study the PFC array structure. Light scattering due to layer displacement along z, uz(r) in a SA arises because the structure is optically uniaxial, with dielectric anisotropy As = 8zz -8xx. As the layers tilt, the molecules remain locally normal to them so that a region with layers tilted by an angle C from z in the x-z plane will develop an off diagonal dielectric tensor component be.,z = As. C = As(OulOx [6, 7] . In the case of the undulation instability, the boundary condition requires K,, figure 3 . The homeotropic SA sample was illuminated by a broad, polarized, collimated 514 nm argon laser beam (diameter = 3 mm) and I (K) was recorded photographically in the focal plane of a lens (focal length = 16.7 cm). Because of the uniaxial anisotropy, the incident and scattered polarizations resolve into two normal modes, 0 (polarized normal to 2), and E (polarized normal to 0 and ki). Since the scattering is purely depolarized, the only allowed first-order (single) scattering events are E -0 and o -+ E.
The map of (K_,, K,) onto the scattering plane coordinates (s, 0) is complicated by the refractive index anisotropy. The geometry is detailed in reference [6] . For O -E or E -0 scattering, the locus of points for which K, = 0 is a circle of radius so, or s,o, respectively centred on point 0, the intersection with the screen of a line which is normal to the sample plane and passes through the centre of the lens (Fig. 3) (Fig. 4a) At first glance it may seem peculiar that the observed scattering arises from those portions of the PFC line defects near the surfaces where the refractive index discontinuity is the weakest. However, the approximate translational invariance along z of the structure near the surfaces gives rise to constructive interference along the satellite bands of scattering at different z. The PFC core regions, although they have a much larger variation in n, are small in size compared to an optical wavelength and will scatter weakly and nearly isotropically.
We have further direct evidence that the scattering arises from near the sample surfaces. If the scattering originates from near the two surfaces, then interference effects between the two sets of scatterers are possible. (5 )) is modulated by an interference term [1 + 
This modulation of the main and satellite scattering is evident in the structure near Kr = 0 where regions for which Kz = n(2 x/t) (n = 0, +-1, ± 2) are enhanced in intensity. These bright regions of constant K, run across the satellite bands and along circles centred at point 0 (Figs. 3 and 4) The results of f versus dilation are in figure 7, showing that f increases with increasing bt, as f -6tl4 for small bt. Several possible features of the dependence of f on 6t were discussed in reference [4] . If figure 7 , and the measured f° versus 6t approach this line as 6t decreases, lending support for equation (8) . Using the measured À for CBOOA at 80 OC we find that equation (8) We conclude by making the following points. Firstly, detailed information on the structure of the regions where the adjacent PFC defects join should be available from a quantitative study of the scattered intensity along the satellite band. Secondly, focal conic defects with f 100 A are virtually undetectable by microscopy. Thus light scattering ought to be of general use in studying focal conics, especially those of small focal length, and when microscopy is complicated by oblique incidence and/or large imaging solid angles.
